ABSTRACT
This work was motivated by inquiries from our colleagues about appropriate tools for finding short sequence patterns in complete prokaryotic genomes. The patterns in question are generally too short to trigger significant hits in BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) searches. Although there are programs designed for this task, in particular PatScan (Dsouza et al. 1997 ) and several tools integrated in EMBOSS (Rice et al. 2000) , their potential users often find them difficult to use or not suitable for the specific problem at hand. In Pattern Locator, we aim to provide an easy to use and versatile tool to search for local sequence patterns in long DNA sequences.
Specifying sequence patterns. Pattern Locator emphasizes the ease of use and utilizes an intuitive syntax for pattern description. We use the standard IUPAC code (e.g., NC-UIB 1986) to refer to individual nucleotides. Additional codes include +n referring to the actual nucleotide (A, C, G or T) at the n-th position past the start of the pattern or an active reference point, and -n to signify the nucleotide complementary to that at position n. These codes can be used to describe direct and inverted repeats. In addition, a specified number of errors (mismatches) can be allowed in any segment of the pattern (encoded as {…} [k] , where k is the maximum number of errors in the segment within the curly brackets), and any subpattern can be repeated a given number of times (encoded as (…) [n:m] , where n and m signify the minimum and maximum number of repeats, respectively, of the segment in the parentheses).
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The symbol '#' sets the reference point for -n and +n syntax, which affects the subsequent part of the pattern until another '#'. Table 1 shows several examples of pattern descriptions. Note that parentheses can be nested whereas curly brackets cannot, i.e., constructions such as ({()}) are allowed but {({})} are not. Characters '>' or '<' may be included at the start of the pattern definition to specify search in the direct strand (>), complementary strand (<) or both strands (<>). If not specified only the direct strand is searched. Multiple patterns can be located simultaneously. Limitations. Pattern Locator uses a recursive algorithm, which allows flexibility in pattern definitions. On the downside, it can become slow when combinatorial complexity of the search, affected mainly by the number of allowed mismatches and/or repeated segments of variable length, increases. In particular, Pattern Locator is not intended for finding distant direct or inverted repeats. Patterns such as NNNNNN(N)[0:1000]+1+2+3+4+5+6 (a 6 bp direct repeat within a 1000 bp region) can be found more effectively by specialized programs (e.g., Rice et al. 2000) , which utilize specifically designed algorithms. Note that only variable gaps, not those of exact length, increase the search time. Availability. The source code written in C is available for download from our web site http://www.cmbl.uga.edu/software.html and distributed under the GNU General Public License (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html). We also provide a CGI interface to a restricted version of Pattern Locator.
Interface and implementation. Our interface is easy to use. In step one, users can choose a DNA sequence from the provided list, which contains the complete prokaryotic genomes downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) ftp server (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/), or to upload their own DNA sequence. The search can be limited to a specific region of the genome (optional). In step two, users type or paste the search pattern(s) into a provided text area, and chose how to treat overlapping patterns. In step three, users are prompted to enter their email address to which the results will be sent. The process is completed by clicking "Submit Query". The two output files and the error/warning log are sent to the email address.
The online version of Pattern Locator has two restrictions that do not apply to the downloaded version of the program. The restricted version estimates the time needed for completion of the search and stops if the estimated CPU time exceeds a certain limit (currently 120 seconds). The CPU time limit was introduced in order to stop long jobs that could result from inadvertently mistyped patterns or patterns that are not suitable for Pattern Locator (such as distant direct or inverted repeats). The 120 second limit should be sufficient to find even complex patterns in prokaryotic genomes. For example, a simultaneous search for all 15 patterns listed in Table 1 in the E. coli K12 chromosome of 4.6 MB length takes about 100 seconds. The second restriction limits the size of the output files, which is approximately proportional to the number of patterns found in the sequence. Both restrictions can be overcome by limiting the search to a part of the genome rather than the complete sequence.
The CGI interface was written in Python and another Python script was designed to periodically update the locally stored dataset of complete prokaryotic genomes.
